
For photographic reproduction

Interior Design

Canvas Advanced
euromedia Canvas Advanced is a 410g canvas suitable for photo-realistic art reproductions. The
canvas is a natural product consisting of 100% cotton and has a matt white coating. Smooth
gradations and contrasts as well as good lie-flat properties allow perfect photo-realistic image
reproduction. The fine cotton fabric and natural white colour of the media round off the overall
special look.

Canvas Advanced is flexible, but does not distort when handled. The coating is firmly embedded
in the surface of the base substrate preventing undesirable stress whitening.

Watch our video about the Canvas Advancedhere

Dimensions Product Code
410g - 762mm(30`) - 12m 70100112339
410g - 1372mm(54`) - 12m 70100112340
410g - 1520mm(60`) - 12m 70100112341

Hints & Tips
Canvas is a natural product and is affected by changes in humidity and temperature. Printing
also has an effect on the media. You should work on the assumption that printing will produce
shrinkage of about 1.5%. Ideally carry out tests on a piece about 1x1m, before going into `mass
production`. Being a textile based media different batches may have different surfaces, therefore
you should always produce larger jobs from a single batch of the material. As an alternative to a
print in a stretcher frame, we recommend our DecoFrame uv; picture and frame in on. 
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euromedia Canvas Advanced
Product Properties
Applications
•    indoor
•    art
•    trade fairs

Properties
•    PVC-Free

Processing Tips
We basically recommend that the print is left to dry out
for 24 hours before finishing.

Specifications

Material Artist Canvas, 100 % cotton

Surface Matt, natural white

Thickness 410 g

Shelf life 1 year

Note
This information relates to the current state of our knowledge and is given without obligation to
provide you with information about our products and their applications. The information we give
does not absolve you from carrying out your own trials and tests of the suitability of our products
for your intended application. We reserve the right to carry out modifications, which will result in
an improvement to the product.
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